Film Manager

Enterprise

Plan schedules throughout your circuit from a central hub with Film
Manager. Create the perfect plans for each of your cinemas supported by
smooth systems, clever automation, and troves of guiding information.
Take command of your film schedules with
Film Manager – a system that empowers
you to create, manage, define, and plan
film scheduling across your entire circuit
from a centralised system, coordinating
all of your cinemas’ schedules together.
Highlights
•	Cover every cinema in your circuit from
a centralised system for all of your film
programming needs.
•	Support for all aspects of your film
programmers’ workflow – from preplanning months in advance right up
to session scheduling on the week of
a new opening movie at each cinema.
•	Centrally deploy planning policies so
you can enforce how sessions for a
film can be shown. It is a powerful tool
that specifies the number and times of
sessions per film, per day.
•	Review real-time box office sales to
adjust schedules and maximise revenues
for your circuit.
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•	Legacy Film Programming allows you
to enter distributor agreement terms to
apply and calculate film hire effortlessly,
even as terms and box office earnings
may change from week to week.

Film programming
Film Manager features an intuitive webbased interface designed to simplify and
speed up film programming and supports
your programming team with the ability
to plan months in advance or even
make changes during the week of a new
opening movie.
Through centralised control of film
programming in Film Manager, you
can plan holdover sheets and send
them directly to cinemas. Your film
programmers can work directly with
the schedules at a cinema, collaborating
closely with cinema managers to create
schedules that suit both the circuit and the
individual cinema’s specific plan. Various
reports on planning and schedules, across
cinemas or the circuit, are easily viewed
and can be set up to automatically be
provided to third parties if needed.
The power of Vista Group
Film Manager integrates with several
Vista Group partners to provide
forecasting, data reporting, powerful
and complex automation, and more to
truly push the boundaries of what you
can do. Integration with Vista partner
software Cinema Intelligence allows
for film forecasting of performance

for your circuit, so you can be provided
with accurate predictions of how films
can be expected to perform. From
these forecasts, Cinema Intelligence
can also power automatically generated
schedule recommendations to
optimise attendance with its proprietary
forecasting algorithms. No more guessing
or struggling to find a schedule that
suits films when Cinema Intelligence
can provide optimised expectations
in its suggestions.
Integrating with Vista Group offer
Numero enables access to data on film
performance at a national level, which
guides programmers as they make
their booking and scheduling decisions.
Subscribe to MX Film and integrate with
Head Office to enable all of your film
information and related media to be
centralised and organised.
Trailer Scheduler
Another supplementary platform within
Vista’s film programming offer is Trailer
Scheduler – a stand alone system that
centralises and automates your trailer
scheduling process, saving you the time
and effort of manual trailer scheduling
for individual cinemas, and consolidating
your circuit’s process of it into a single,
reliable source.

By using Trailer Scheduler, you can ensure
you always meet all your distributors’
requirements by defining reserved
trailer positions and schedule rules.
Trailer Scheduler then takes these rules
and reserved slots and automatically
generates trailer schedules that meet
all requirements for every cinema in
your circuit regardless of size, location,
or performance.
Visit us at www.vista.co
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